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ABSTRACT 
We have imaged the ultraluminous infrared galaxy Arp 220 in light of the near-infrared [Fe II] 1.257 µm 
and Pap lines, and have obtained spectra in the J- and H-band atmospheric windows. Arp 220 is a strong 
source of [Fe II] and Pap emission, with luminosities of 1.3 x 1041 and 9.2 x 1040 ergs s - 1, respectively. The 
[Fe II] and Pap emission are both extended over the central 2"-3", but with different morphologies. The Pap 
line is strongly peaked at the position of the western nucleus seen at 2.2 µm (Graham et al. 1990) with a 
fainter "spur" in the direction of the eastern nucleus. The [Fe II] emission line shows a weak peak at the 
western nucleus along with diffuse emission extending to the east, but with no indication of a secondary 
maximum. The [Fe II] is more extended in the north-south direction than the Pap line. Nearly 75% of the 
detected [Fe II] emission is spatially resolved. The overall [Fe n]-to-Pap line flux ratio in Arp 220 is consis-
tent with that seen over similar spatial scales in Seyfert 2 galaxies, yet larger than what is measured in galaxies 
with nuclear starbursts. The [Fe II]-to~Pap line flux ratio is spatially variable being approximately 0.8 at the 
position of the western nucleus and approximately 2.0 at radii of up to 500 pc. We suggest that the extended 
[Fe II] emission is produced through the interaction of fast shocks with ambient gas in the ISM at the base of 
the outflowing, supernovae-driven superwind mapped by Heckman et al. (1987). The bolometric luminosity of 
the starburst required to power this wind is estimated to be at least 2 x 1011 L 0 . If the spatially unresolved 
[Fe II] emission is produced via a large number of supernova remnants, the implied rate is -0.6 yr- 1. The 
overall luminosity of such a starburst could account for a large fraction (!-!) of the Arp 220 energy budget, 
but the large deficit of ionizing photons (as counted by the Pap luminosity) requires that the starburst be 
rapidly declining and/or have a low upper mass cutoff. Alternatively, dust may effectively compete with the 
gas for ionizing photons, or much of the ionizing radiation may escape through "holes" in the ISM. It is also 
possible that a buried AGN produces a large fraction of the unresolved [Fe II] and Pap emission. We briefly 
discuss these possibilities in light of these new imaging and spectroscopic data. 
Subject headings: galaxies: individual (Arp 220) - infrared: galaxies 
1. INTRODUCTION km s - 1, Boe line. However, the signal-to-noise ratio in the 
Arp 220 (UGC 9913) is the closest (72 Mpc for H 0 = 75 km broad line wings in their spectrum was low, making an accu-
s - 1 Mpc- 1) and the best-studied member of the class of the rate measurement difficult. From an estimate of the free-free 
ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) defined by Soifer et radio flux density at 2.7 mm, Scoville et al. (1991) argue that the 
al. (1989) and Sanders et al. (1988). These galaxies all have ratio of the ionizing photon rate to the bolometric luminosity 
L1R ~ 1012 L 0 , comparable to the generally accepted is smaller than what is typically found in starburst galaxies like 
minimum bolometric luminosities of quasars. Arp 220 has an M82 or NGC 253. Mazzarella et al. (1992) find two very red 
L1R - 1.5 x 1012 L 0 . The facts that (1) all 10 ULIRGs in the near-infrared nuclei in Arp 220, consistent with the presence of 
IRAS Bright Galaxy Sample have distorted morphologies a pair of AGN behind a dust screen with Av= 7-8 mag. If, 
and/or multiple nuclei suggestive of a recent interaction and however, the extinction to the nuclei is much larger, perhaps as 
merger, (2) many of the ULIRGs have optical spectra indica- large as Av= 50-100 mag as implied by the silicate optical 
tive of sources of ionizing photons other than hot stars, and depth at 9.7 µm (Smith, Aitken, & Roche 1989), then Maz-
(3) the space density of these galaxies in the local universe (z < zarella et al. claim the Arp 220 nuclei contain nearly an order 
0.1) exceeds that of quasars for L > 1012 L 0 led Sanders et al. of magnitude more hot dust than is typically found in infrared 
(1988) to suggest that these galaxies represent an intermediate luminous starburst galaxies, again suggesting the presence of a 
stage in the evolution of a pair of merging spiral galaxies into heavily obscured (pair of) AGN. Recent 18 cm VLBI observa-
an optically visible quasar. Arp 220 fits nicely into this model tions of Arp 220 (Lonsdale, Smith, & Lonsdale 1993) suggest a 
with its highly irregular optical morphology (Arp 1966), double very high brightness temperature (T,, > 107 K) core consistent 
nucleus (Graham et al. 1990a, hereafter G90), and LINER-like with an active nucleus or a complex of extremely radio-
optical spectrum. It is often refered to as the "prototype" of luminous supernovae. 
the ULIRG class. Although Arp 220 may harbor a buried AGN, there is evi-
The strongest evidence for something other than hot stars dence which suggests that a starburst may contribute signifi-
contributing to the power in Arp 220 is its LINER-like optical cantly to the total energy budget. There is a very large reservoir 
spectrum, having strong low-ionization forbidden lines of of molecular gas, -2 x 1010 M 0 (Scoville et al. 1991), strong 
[Or], [N n], and [Su]. There are other supporting data PAH emission at 3.3 µm and strong CO absorption at 2.3 µm 
which also suggest this to be the case. DePoy, Becklin, & (Rieke et al. 1985). Starburst models with exponentially declin-
Geballe (1987) report the detection of a broad, FWHM ~ 3000 ing star formation rates and ages of 30-100 Myr have been 
200 
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successfully fit to a wide variety of observations by Rieke et al. 
(1985) implying that a starburst could contribute up to 50% of 
the bolometric luminosity. Similarly, Mazzarella et al. (1992) 
show that the near-infrared colors at radii of 1"-2" are the 
same in Arp 220 as seen in dusty starburst galaxies like M82 
and NGC 253. Extended, diffuse emission at 15 GHz is taken 
by Sopp & Alexander (1991) as proof that a starburst is active 
in the circumnuclear environment of Arp 220. Hubble Space 
Telescope V, R, and I-band images (Shaya et al. 1994) contain 
a number of clumps within the inner kiloparsec which may be 
luminous stellar associations with luminosities greater than 
109 L0. 
There thus exists evidence for both an AGN and a starburst 
in Arp 220-the question which has not been satisfactorily 
answered is how much each mechanism contributes to the 
overall energetics. 
A crucial step in the evolution from ULIRG to optical 
quasar is the dissipation or removal of much of the obscuring 
matter not used in the early starburst phase from around the 
nascent black hole. It has been proposed that supernovae-
driven superwinds may be responsible for this phase, and the 
presence of a large ( -10 kpc), bipolar Hix + [N II] emitting 
bubble, along with split optical emission lines, indicates that 
this process is operating now in Arp 220 (Heckman, Armus, & 
Miley 1987, 1990). Superwinds drive fast (;2':: 100 km s- 1) 
shocks into the ambient ISM gas, producing optical line radi-
ation and soft X-rays. Many of the ULIRGs, including Arp 
220, have optical line flux ratios indicative of shock heating 
and split emission lines suggestive of outflow along a cone or 
bubble. 
Low-ionization, near-infrared emission lines of [Fe II] at 
1.257 and 1.644 µm are strong in regions of fast shocks, such as 
Galactic supernova remnants (Graham, Wright, & Longmore 
1987, 1990). It has been suggested that both an increased gas 
phase abundance of Fe (from grain destruction) and ionization 
effects are responsible for the large enhancements (factors of 50 
to 500) in the [Fe II]-to-H+ ratios in supernova remnants as 
compared, for example, to those seen in Galactic H II regions. 
Recently, spatially resolved, spectroscopic studies of the nearby 
starburst galaxies M82 and NGC 253 (Greenhouse et al. 1991; 
Forbes & Ward 1993) show that strong [Fe II] emission is 
directly associated with young supernova remnants, and that 
spatial mapping of the [Fe II] emission may trace ongoing 
starbursts in dusty nuclei. 
Arp 220 is a natural place to look for strong, extended near-
infrared [Fe II] emission. To detect this emission, and map its 
spatial distribution in an attempt to discriminate between the 
various excitation mechanisms and compare the morphologies 
of the shocked and photoionized ISM, we have imaged Arp 
220 in the light of redshifted [Fe II], Pap, and the adjacent 
continuum using a set of narrow-band ( -1 % ) filters. In § 2 we 
describe the observations and the data reduction. In § 3 we 
discuss the results in detail, and in § 4 we discuss the possible 
sources for the [Fe II] emission in Arp 220 and their impor-
tance for the overall energy budget. 
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION 
All observations reported here were made with the Palomar 
near-infrared camera mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 
200 inch (5 m) Hale telescope. The camera employs a 
256 x 256 HgCdTe NICMOS3 array having a scale of 0':167 
pixel - l at f/70, and an unvignetted field of view of 38" x 36". 
In addition, an offset guider maintains pointing accuracy to 
s 0':05 during long integrations. Images of Arp 220 were taken 
on 1994 February 24 UT under photometric conditions 
through narrow (AA. = 0.011-0.012 µm) filters centered at 
1.268, 1.282, and 1.313 µm. At the redshift of Arp 220 
(cz = 5450 km s- 1), the filters contain continuum at 1.245 µm, 
the [Fe II] 1.257 µm emission line, and the 1.282 µm Paf3 emis-
sion line, respectively. Although the [Fe II] line is well centered 
in the 1.282 µm filter, the Pap line is situated on the blue wing 
of the 1.313 µm filter and transmits only at the -75% level. All 
fluxes reported for this line have had this loss of efficiency 
taken into account. In lieu of taking images of blank sky, the 
telescope was moved by 15"-20" between integrations, keeping 
the galaxy in the field of view at all times. Three 300 s expo-
sures were taken in each of the 1.282 and 1.268 µm filters, while 
five 300 s exposures were taken through the 1.313 µm filter. For 
the remainder of this paper we will refer to rest wavelengths 
when discussing the imaging data. 
The Arp 220 integrations were bracketed by observations of 
the photometric standards HD 129653 and HD 136754 (see 
Elias et al. 1982) and the offset guide star itself (while using a 
second guide star for position corrections). The latter ensured 
an accurate determination of the point spread function during 
the time of the Arp 220 integrations, which was measured to be 
in the range 0':72-0':75 FWHM. In addition to the narrow-
band images, a set of four integrations was taken through each 
of two broadband J (1.12-1.37 µm) and K (2.00-2.40 µm) filters 
at the star of the Arp 220 sequence. The integration times for 
each of the J- and K-band images were 100 and 40 s, respec-
tively. 
The reduction of the imaging data consisted of sky subtrac-
tion, bad pixel interpolation, and flat-fielding for each frame, 
followed by registration and co-addition of the frames for each 
filter, and finally, flux calibration of the co-added data. The 
flat-fielding and sky subtraction were performed in a multistep 
process. First, a high signal-to-noise normalized flat-field frame 
was created from a series of twilight sky frames and divided 
into each galaxy and standard star frame. The initial sky sub-
traction was performed by differencing pairs of successive 
images. However, changes in the sky level from one image to 
the next left residual, spatially variable sky flux in the differ-
enced frames. To correct for this residual background, a 
second set of flats was constructed by median filtering the 
unsubtracted guide star images and was divided into each 
frame. The residual sky then appeared as a constant offset in 
the portions of the images away from the galaxy and was easily 
subtracted. 
For each filter, the images were averaged together after shift-
ing to a common origin determined from the centroid of the 
nucleus. The field of view at the position of Arp 220 did not 
contain any foreground stars useful for accurate alignment of 
the average images created for each filter to a common center. 
However, since (1) the narrow-band filters are close in wave-
length, (2) there is a single, strong nucleus obvious in each 
average filter image, and (3) the emission lines have equivalent 
widths which are small compared to the filter widths ( -10-
15%; see § 3), we have aligned the average frames on the 
bright, infrared nuclear peak. A scaled version of the 1.268 µm 
continuum image was then subtracted from each of the 
emission-line frames. An accurate scale factor was determined 
in each case by comparing the signals from the standard stars 
through the three filters. 
In addition to the imaging observations, spectra in the J and 
H passbands at a resolution of R - 100 were taken on 1994 
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202 ARMUS ET AL. Vol. 440 
February 27 UT under nonphotometric conditions. A 0':8 wide 
slit was used, oriented in an E-W direction, and centered on the 
J-band continuum peak of Arp 220. This slit position was 
chosen to include both the western (brighter) and eastern infra-
red nuclei at the center of the Arp 220 system (see below). Five 
integrations of 400 s each and four integrations of 400 s each 
were taken covering the J and H bandpasses, respectively. In 
all cases the galaxy was moved approximately 10" along the slit 
between successive integrations and, as with the imaging, an 
offset guider was used to maintain pointing accuracy. The star 
BS 5727 (GOV), observed immediately following Arp 220, was 
used to remove the instrumental response and telluric absorp-
tion features from the galaxy spectra. 
3. RESULTS 
3.1. Imaging: Pa/J and [Fe II] Line Fluxes and Morphologies 
In Figure 1 we present our near-infrared K-band and 
continuum-subtracted Pa/J emission-line images for direct 
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comparison to the R-band and Ha+ [NII] images of Armus, 
Heckman, & Miley (1990). The obscuring dust lane at a posi-
tion angle of - 50° is evident in Figures la and lb. We have 
used the astrometry of the infrared K-band data (G90) along 
with the positions of SAO stars in the optical frames, to cor-
rectly align the infrared and optical data. The small inserts in 
Figures la and lb represent the full near-infrared frames pre-
sented in Figureslc and ld, with the central cross representing 
the position of the western nucleus. As has been pointed out by 
G90 the prominent K-band peak (the westernmost of the 
double near-infrared nuclei) sits behind the optical dust lane. 
Even at a resolution of -0':75, the presence of the fainter, 
eastern nucleus is discernible in the K-band image as an elon-
gation to the east of the primary nucleus. At Pa/J we see an 
asymmetric nebula that extends over about 2", with a strong 
peak at the western infrared continuum nucleus. The total Pa/J 
flux in our image (as measured through a 4':0 diameter circular 
synthetic aperture) is 1.1 x 10- 14 ergs cm- 2 s- 1, uncorrected 
for extinction, with - 50% arising from the unresolved western 
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FIG. !.-Optical and near-infrared images of Arp 220. (a) A broad R-band image progressing from 10% of the peak to maximum in steps of 5% of the peak. 
(b) A continuum-subtracted Hix+ [N n] image with contours progressing from 20% of the peak to maximum in logarithmic steps, each a factor of 1.3 greater than 
the previous level. In both (a) and (b) the central box is the size of the infrared frames in (c) and (d), and the center of the cross represents the location of the western 
infrared nucleus (see text). The K-band and continuum-subtracted PafJ images are displayed in (c) and (d), respectively. The K-band image is contoured from -7% of 
the peak to maximum in steps of 5% of the peak. The PafJ image is contoured from the 3 a level in linear steps of 2 a. Note the extent of the PafJ emission in (d) is - 2" 
and thus the strongest infrared line-emitting gas is located entirely behind the dust lane stretching across the optical images in (a) and (b). 
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nucleus. Although the Pa{J nebula is predominantly east-west 
in extent, the spur to the east lies slightly north of the position 
of the infrared continuum nucleus identified in the 2.2 µm 
image of G90, which is separated by 0':95 from the western 
nucleus. The effect of the eastern nucleus on the inner K-band 
isophotes of Arp 220 can be seen in Figure le, although the 
nuclei are not clearly resolved in our image. Since the eastern 
nucleus is apparently obscured below - 2 µm, we do not 
expect to see it directly at Pa{J. The emission we do see may be 
from ionized gas in the vicinity of the eastern nucleus visible 
just to the north of a sharply increasing column density of 
obscuring matter. The astrometric alignment of the K-band 
and optical data suggests that the western nucleus is on the 
northern edge of the dust lane in Arp 220. Southeast of this 
position the extinction increases rapidly toward the location of 
the eastern nucleus. Note that Mazzarella et al. (1992) measure 
an H - K color for the eastern nucleus of H - K = 1.4-1.5 mag, 
approximately 0.1 mag redder than the western nucleus. In 
Figure 2b we show the continuum subtracted Pa{J image from 
Figure ld, but here smoothed with a Gaussian having a a = 1 
pixel kernel. 
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In Figure 2c we present the continuum-subtracted [Fe II] 
1.257 µm image of Arp 220. Extended [Fe II] emission from 
Arp 220 is clearly detected over the central -2" x 3", with a 
peak at the position of the western infrared nucleus. The 
nebula is asymmetric, with extended emission toward the east 
in direction of the secondary nucleus. There is no strong peak 
at the location of the eastern nucleus, however. The [Fe II] 
morphology is clearer in Figure 2d, where we have smoothed 
the image in Figure 2c with a Gaussian having a a = 1 pixel 
kernel. The peak at the position of the western nucleus is 
obvious, as is the extension to the east. The total [Fe II] 1.257 
µm emission-line flux as measured through a 4''.0 diameter 
circular synthetic aperture is 1.6 x 10- 14 ergs cm - 2 s - 1• Sub-
traction of a suitably scaled PSF from the [Fe II] image in 
Figure 2c suggests that nearly 75% of the total flux emission is 
spatially resolved. Due to uncertainties in the determination of 
the continuum subtraction scale factor (see below) and the 
absolute flux calibration we estimate our final [Fe u] and Pa{J 
emission-line fluxes are accurate to ± 15%-20%. 
Since the width of the filter used to measure the redshifted 
[Ferr] 1.2567 µm emission from Arp 220 is 0.011 µm FWHM, 
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FIG. 2.-Comparison of the narrow-band near-infrared images of Arp 220. (a) The line-free 1.282 µm continuum. (b) The Pap image reproduced from Fig. ld, 
smoothed with a a= 1 pixel Gaussian filter. (c) and (d) The [Fen] 1.257 µm continuum subtracted frames, the latter being smoothed with a a= 1 pixel Gaussian 
filter. The lowest contour in (c) is at the 3 a level, with successive contours increasing linearly in 3 a steps. 
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the He I line at 1.2528 µm can contribute to our calculated 
[Fe II] line flux. However, as we now show, this contribution is 
small, and we therefore neglect its effect. From Robbins (1968) 
we know that the He I 1.2528 µm/4471 A emission-line flux 
ratio is 0.03 for Av = 0 mag and T = 104 K. Under similar 
nebular conditions the He I 6678 A/4471 A flux ratio is 0.791 
(Osterbrock 1989), implying a He I 1.2528 µrn/6678 A flux ratio 
of 0.038 for an Av= 0 mag. The optical spectra of Armus, 
Heckman, & Miley (1989) imply an He I 6678 A/Hix flux ratio 
of ::s;;0.01 over the inner 1"-3" in Arp 220. For case B condi-
tions, the intrinsic Hrx./Pap flux ratio is - 16.8; therefore, the 
He I 6678 A/Pap flux ratio in the nucleus is s;0.19 for an 
Av= 0 mag. This implies the He I 1.2528 µm/Pap flux ratio 
::s;;0.007 (independent of Av) in the nucleus of Arp 220. If we 
measure the sum of the He I 1.2528 µm and [Fe II] 1.2567 µm 
line fluxes from our image (Fig. 2c) then the He I 1.2528 µm/ 
[Fe II] 1.2567 µm line ratio ::s;;0.007 x PaP/(He I+ [Fe II]). 
Since PaP/(He I + [Fe II]) - 1.0 to 2.0 over the central 2"-3" 
in Arp 220 (see below), the contribution of the He I line to our 
[Fe II] flux is at most 1 %-2%. 
3.2. Spectroscopy: J and H Band· 
Near-infrared spectra covering the J and H atmospheric 
windows are presented for the central 2':0 x 0~8 of Arp 220 in 
Figure 3a and 3b. The ordinate is plotted in relative flux 
density units since the spectra were not taken under photo-
metric conditions. The two prominent lines in the J-band spec-
trum are those of [Fe II] and Pap at 1.257 and 1.282 µm, 
respectively, while the strong line in the H-band spectra is 
identified with the 1.644 µm line of [Fe II]. The equivalent 
widths of these lines are 0.0013, 0.0016, and 0.0019 µm, respec-
tively. Uncertainties in the equivalent widths are typically 
0.0002 µm. At the resolution of these spectra, approximately 
3000 km s - 1, all three lines are unresolved. 
The seeing conditions at the time of the spectral observa-
tions were similar to those at the time of the imaging observa-
tions. Since only the line equivalent widths were directly 
measurable from the spectra, we have used our calibrated 1.268 
µm image to obtain a nuclear flux density applicable over the 
area of the extracted J-band spectrum. Line fluxes were subse-
quently derived from the spectra as a comparison to those 
derived from the narrow-band images. As a check on the flux 
calibration of the continuum data and the conditions at the 
time of the observations, we derived J = 14.09 mag over a 2':5 
diameter aperture, which compares favorably to the 
J = 14.04 ± 0.07 mag measured in the same sized aperture by 
Carico et al. (1990). We have scaled the nuclear flux density in 
all subsequent calculations to match that seen by the latter 
authors in the 2':5 diameter aperture. The [Fe II] 1.2567 µm 
line fluxes calculated from our narrow-band imaging data and 
the spectra agree well within the uncertainties, both measuring 
approximately 3.5 x 10- 15 ergs cm- 2 s- 1 over the effective 
2~0 x 0':8 slit. The Pap flux measured from the continuum-
subtracted image (through the projected slit aperture of 
2~0 x 0':8) is, however, slightly larger than that measured from 
the J-band spectrum, being 5.3 versus 4.0 x 10- 15 ergs cm- 2 
s - 1, respectively. Since the final Pap image is strongly peaked 
on the continuum nucleus (more so than the [Fe II] image) we 
feel that a slight misalignment of the slit on the continuum 
nucleus can explain the difference between these values, and we 
adopt the image-derived value as more representative of the 
Pap flux from the nucleus. Using a nuclear J-H = 1.55 mag 
(Mazzarella et al. 1992), we derive an [Fe II] 1.644 µm flux 
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FIG. 3.-J (a) and H-band (b) spectra of the central 2~0 x 0~8 of Arp 220, 
extracted from an E-W oriented slit encompassing both eastern and western 
infrared nuclei. The spectral resolution is -3000 km s- 1. The [Fe II] 1.257 µm 
and Pap lines are prominent in the J-band spectrum, and the [Fe 11] 1.644 µm 
line is strong in the H-band spectrum. Rest wavelength and relative flux 
density are plotted. The uncertainty in the flux density per resolution element 
is shown as a representative point in the lower right of each spectrum. (c) The 
[Fe II] 1.257 µm and Pap lines as a function of position along the OC8 wide slit. 
Shown is a plot of the relative line flux (normalized to 1.0 at the position of the 
western infrared nucleus-defined as position 0.0 in these plots) measured in 
OC5 intervals over the central 4~0. Note that the [Fe II] and Pap lines have 
different spatial profiles, the former showing a sharper drop to the east and a 
shallower drop to the west than the latter. This is evident in the images of 
Fig.2. 
from the H-band spectrum of7.5 x 10- 15 ergs cm- 2 s- 1 over 
the effective 2':0 x 01:8 slit. 
Given the strength of the Pap line, and the resolution of the 
grism spectra, it is reasonable to consider the possible contami-
nation of the [Fe u] 1.644 µm line by Br-12 at 1.641 µrn. Based 
upon the strength of the Pap line, and an intrinsic (case B) 
Br-12-to-Pap flux ratio of 0.032 (Brocklehurst 1971) we esti-
mate a Br-12 flux in the 2~0 x 0':8. aperture of 3.4 x 10- 16 ergs 
cm - 2 s - 1, for an Av = 10 mag (see below). This is only 4.6% of 
the measured [Fe II] 1.644 line flux. Thus, although the [Fe II] 
and Br-12 lines are unresolved, the contamination of the mea-
sured [Fe II] 1.644 µm line by Br-12 is small, and within the 
measurement uncertainties, the effect of the Br-12 on the deri-
vation of Av (see below) is negligible. 
In Figure 3c we present the profiles of the [Fe II] 1.257 µm 
and Pap lines along the narrow slit. Each step represents a 
spectrum extracted in 0':5 bins, with the zero offset position 
defined to be the western nucleus. The strengths of the lines 
have been normalized to unity at this location. The spatial 
distribution offlux in the [Fe II] and Pap lines differ. The Pap 
emission line falls more steeply than the [Fe II] line to the west, 
yet less steeply to the east, with a stronger contribution from 
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the eastern nucleus. This is entirely consistent with the imaging 
data of Figure 2. At the position of the western infrared nucleus 
the [Fe II]-to-Pap line flux ratio is -0.8, while it appears to be 
slightly less ( -0.6) at the position of the eastern infrared 
nucleus. 
3.3. Extinction 
We can use the J- and H-band spectral data as well as the 
Pap imaging data to estimate the extinction to the near-
infrared line-emitting gas in the vicinity of the Arp 220 nucleus. 
Since the 1.257 and 1.644 µm [Fe II] lines arise from the same 
upper level they provide a direct measure of the extinction. The 
spectral data indicate the 1.257 µm/1.644 µm line ratio -0.5, 
implying Av - 11.5 mag averaged over the area covered by the 
slit. If we smooth the Pap image to match the seeing in the 
Hct + [NII] image presented in Figure 1, and use an Ha/ 
(Ha + [N II]) flux ratio of one-third for the central 2" (Armus 
et al. 1989), we derive an Ha flux of 1.1 x 10- 15 ergs cm - 2 s - l 
in a 2':0 diameter aperture centered on the western infrared 
nucleus. The s~oothed Pap image 'h~ a fl~x of 7.6 x 10- 15 
ergs cm - 2 s - 1 m the same aperture, tmplymg Av - 11 mag, 
consistent with that determined from the [Fe II] spectral lines. 
Although our data indicate Av = 10-12 mag to the near-
infrared line-emitting gas in Figures 1-2, much larger values of 
Av can be derived by extrapolating measurements made at 
longer wavelengths. If we use the 9. 7 µm silicate optical depth 
oft - 7.0 as measured in a 5':6 diameter circular beam by 
Smith et al. (1989) along with the extinction curve of Rieke & 
Lebofsky (1985) we derive an Av - 90 mag to the mid-infrared 
continuum-emitting region. Although the near-infrared 
photometry of Mazzarella et al. (1992) suggests the nuclear 
colors are consistent with an AGN behind Av - 7-9 mag, the 
high-resolution K-band images of G90 clearly show that both 
nuclei (eastern and western) are individually resolved, and 
therefore the contribution of an AGN to the near-infrared light 
may be minimal. If the J - H and H - K colors of the nuclei 
are dominated by reddened starlight mixed with warm (600-
1000 K) dust, the implied extinction is then much larger, 
possibly Av - 50-100 mag. 
Since we do not know the detailed distribution of the dust 
and gas in the nuclear region of Arp 220, we adopt an Av - 10 
mag as appropriate for the near-infrared line-emitting gas we 
have mapped. The total [Fe u] 1.257 µm line flux of 
1.6 x 10- 14 ergs cm -z s - 1 implies an extinction-corrected 
total luminosity of 1.3 x 1041 ergs s- 1, or about 33 x 106 L0 . 
Similarly, the total Pap line flux of 1.1 x 10- 14 ergs cm - 2 s - 1 
implies an extinction-corrected total luminosity of 9.2 x 1040 
ergs s - 1, and an ionizing photon rate of -1.3 x 1054 s - 1, since 
L(Pap) = 7.13 x 10- 14N(H0 ) for a ionization bounded nebula 
where N(H0 ) is the Lyman continuum photon rate (Osterbrock 
1989). If - 50% of the Pap line flux is resolved (as suggested by 
PSF fits to our continuum-subtracted image), then - 6 x 1053 
ionizing photons s - l are required to ionize either the extended 
or the spatially unresolved emission-line gas. 
4. DISCUSSION 
The major result presented in this paper is that Arp 220 is a 
strong source of [Fe II] and Pap emission, with both J-band 
lines being spatially extended over the central 2"-3" (-1 kpc). 
Although the near-infrared line emission sits entirely behind 
the dust lane bisecting the nucleus, the [Fe II] and Pap line 
morphologies are different, indicating a spatially variable 
[Fe II]-to-H + line flux ratio. The extinction to the near-
infrared line-emitting regions in the central 2"-3" is likely close 
to Av - 10-12. We address here the possibility of determining 
the source of the [Fe II] emission, and explore using the 
strength of the [Fe II] to estimate the star formation rate and 
thus the fraction of the bolometric luminosity contributed by a 
star burst. 
4.1. Comparison with Other Galaxies 
Near-infrared studies have reported large values of the 
[Fe II]-to-H + emission-line ratios for starburst and active, 
mostly type 2 Seyfert, galaxies. Ionization as well as abundance 
effects (enhancements in the gas-phase Fe abundance due to 
grain destruction) have been used to explain line ratios which 
can be factors of 50-500 greater than those seen in H II regions 
(Graham et al. 1990b; Greenhouse et al. 1991; Mouri, Kawara, 
& Taniguchi 1993). 
Goodrich, Vailleux, & Hill (1994) have recently measured 
the [Fe II] 1.257 µm and Pap lines through narrow (1':5-3''.0 
wide) slits in a sample of 15 Seyfert 2 nuclei. The average 
[Fe II]-to-PaP flux ratio among the 15 Seyfert 2 nuclei is 1.3, 
with values ranging from - 0.3-4.4. In nearly all of the Seyfert 
2 galaxies measured by Goodrich et al. the width of the [Fe II] 
1.257 µm line is similar to that of the narrow component of the 
Pap line, typically 300-600 km s - 1, suggesting that the [Fe II] 
emission is predominantly generated in the narrow line region 
(NLR) surrounding the nucleus. Other studies (often compar-
ing the [Fe u] 1.644 µm line to the optical [O III] 5007 A 
and/or Ha lines) have come to the same conclusion (Rieke & 
Lebofsky 1981; Moorwood & Oliva 1988; Kawara, Nishida, & 
Taniguchi 1988; Oliva & Moorwood 1990). Recent [Fe II] 
1.644 µm line imaging of NGC 1068 by Blietz et al. (1994) 
suggests that the [Fe II]-emitting zone is spatially coincident 
with the NLR. 
A great deal of the work in this area has traditionally 
focused on the [Fe II] 1.644 µm/By ratio. The conversion from 
our measured [Fe II] 1.2567 µm/Pap ratio in Arp 220 to an 
[Fe II] 1.644 µm/By ratio requires knowledge of the extinction 
to the infrared line emitting region. If we adopt an Av = 10 
mag, then ([Fe II] 1.644 µm/By) - 2.6 x ([Fe II] 1.257 µm/Pp). 
For an Av= 0 mag, the conversion factor is 4.5 (Nussbaumer 
& Storey 1988; Savage & Mathis 1979). 
There are, at the time of this writing, 10 starburst galaxies 
with measured [Fe II] 1.644 µm-to-By line flux ratios reported 
in the literature (Moorwood & Oliva 1988; Kawara et al. 1988; 
Lester et al. 1990). Most of the observations have been made 
through apertures which project to physical scales ranging 
from 100 pc to 2 kpc. The average measured [Fe u] 1.644 
µm-to-By line flux ratio for the starburst galaxies as a class is 
1.4, with the ratio extending from 0.6 to 2.9, implying [Fe u] 
1.257 µm-to-PaP flux ratios of about 0.2-1.0. 
Over the central 3" (about 1 kpc) in Arp 220, the [Fe II] 
1.257 µm-to-Pap flux ratio is -1.4, comparable to that found 
for the Seyfert 2 galaxies. However, the [Fe II]-to-Pap flux 
ratio has a strong spatial dependence. At the positions of the 
two nuclei the ratio is -0.8 for the unresolved line-emitting 
gas, while the extended off-nuclear gas has a ratio of -2.0. For 
an Av= 10 mag, the [Fe II]-to-Pap flux ratios in Arp 220 
imply [Fe II] 1.644 µm-to-By flux ratios of approximately 2 
and 5, respectively. The nuclear (spatially unresolved) [Fe II] 
1.257 µm-to-Pap line flux ratio in Arp 220, therefore, is compa-
rable to that seen in the Seyferts of Goodrich et al. (1994) and 
also to some of the star burst galaxies with the largest measured 
[Fe II]-to-By ratios. However, the extended [Fe II] emission 
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has an implied [Fe II]-to-By ratio larger than that seen in any 
starburst galaxy. Although this suggests that the extended 
emission may not be from a starburst directly, it should be 
noted that individual Galactic supernova remnants can have 
[Fe II] 1.257 µm-to-PaP line flux ratios of "'3-15, depending 
upon the physical conditions in the vicinity of the shocked 
filaments (Oliva, Moorwood, & Danziger 1989; Graham et al. 
1990b). 
The only other luminous infrared galaxy to be mapped in 
[Fe II] is NGC 6240, which is very similar to Arp 220 in many 
respects, but which has a bolometric luminosity a factor of 
about 2 less. Both are dusty, merging, double-nucleus systems, 
with evidence for large-scale shocks operating in and around 
their nuclei. NGC 6240 has the largest [Fe II] 1.655 µm-to-By 
line flux ratio measured for any galaxy, "' 17 in a 1. 7 kpc 
diameter circular aperture (Lester, Harvey, & Carr 1988). 
Through near-infrared Fabry-Perot mapping of NGC 6240, 
van der Werf et al. (1993) find that the [Fe II] emission is 
concentrated at the positions of the merging nuclei, with only 
10%-20% of the total [Fe II] 1.644 µm emission being spa-
tially extended, unlike Arp 220 where most of the [Fe II] emis-
sion is extended over j--1 kpc scales. Van der W erf et al. 
suggest that the [Fe II] emission in NGC 6240 is generated by 
starburst activity in the merging nuclei. Adopting an extinction 
of Av= 4 mag (Rieke et al. 1985) and a distance of D = 97 
Mpc for NGC 6240, the total [Fe II] 1.644 µm luminosity is 
2 x 1041 ergs s - 1, implying an intrinsic [Fe II] 1.257 µm line 
luminosity of 2. 7 x 1041 ergs s - 1, or about a factor of 2.2 
larger than we have measured for Arp 220 (see below). 
We can summarize the [Fe II] emission and [Fe II]-to-H+ 
line flux ratios in Arp 220 in comparison to other studied 
galaxies as follows. The global (averaged over the central kpc) 
[Fe II]-to-Pap line flux ratio in Arp 220 is comparable to that 
seen over similar spatial scales in Seyfert 2 galaxies, but larger 
than that seen in nuclear starburst galaxies. At face value it 
appears that the [Fe II] emission in Arp 220 (by virtue of the 
[Fe II]-to-H+ line ratios) could be excited by a buried AGN 
similar to those believed to exist in the nuclei of Seyfert 2 
galaxies. However, there are two reasons why we feel a buried 
AGN is not responsible for the extended [Fe II] emission in 
Arp 220. The [Fe II] and the Pap are clearly extended, yet the 
[Fe II] and Pap emission-line morphologies are different. 
Approximately 75% of the [Fe II] emission is emitted on scales 
of greater !ban l ", or 350 pc. Since this is large compared to the 
canonical size of the NLR surrounding a Seyfert nucleus, and it 
is the NLR which is likely to be responsible for most of the 
[Fe II] emission in Seyfert galaxies, the physical distribution of 
the [Fe II]-emitting gas in Arp 220 suggests that a central 
active nucleus is not responsible for the strong, extended 
[Fe II] emission. Although the extended narrow line region 
(ENLR) seen in some Seyfert galaxies can be 1 to a few kpc in 
size (see Perez-Fournon & Wilson 1990), the different Pap and 
[Fe II] morphologies suggest that a single excitation mecha-
nism is not responsible for the bulk of the flux measured in 
both emission lines in Arp 220. 
Blietz et al. (1994) have recently mapped the nearest Seyfert 2 
galaxy, NGC 1068, in the [Fe II] 1.644 µm line. Although the 
[Fe II] emission is extended on scales of 8" x 4" (radii of up to 
"'250 pc), the emission follows the spatial distribution of the 
ionized gas in the NLR (Evans et al. 1991 ). Blietz et al. suggest 
the [Fe II] emission in this Seyfert galaxy is excited either by 
nuclear X-ray radiation in the NLR, or by the interaction of a 
nuclear jet (see the 5 GHz map of Wilson & Ulvestad 1983) 
with ambient molecular clouds around the nucleus. Since the 
[Fe II] emission in Arp 220 has a different morphology than 
the Pap emission, which should trace the NLR if a buried 
AGN is energetically important, it is unlikely that the scenario 
which has been suggested for NGC 1068 applies here. Further-
more there is no radio jet in Arp 220 which follows the colli-
mated emission from a buried AGN as there is in NGC 1068. 
Since Arp 220. is known to have a large-scale, outflowing 
superwind (Heckman et al. 1987, 1990), and it is suspected of 
being host to a starburst which may be of considerable power 
(Rieke et al. 1985; Mazzarella et al. 1992), we suggest that the 
extended [Fe II] emission is produced as a result of fast 
(V > 100 km s- 1) shocks at the base of the outflowing super-
wind. Although the position angle of the diffuse [Fe II] emis-
sion in Arp 220 is different from that determined for the 
large-scale outflow, the infrared imaging data only map the 
highest surface brightness regions in the central 2"-3", which 
mostly sits behind the thick dust lane seen in Figure 1. The 
dust lane, which is nearly, but not exactly, perpendicular to the 
large-scale Hix + [N II] nebula, is likely to be the collimating 
agent as the shocked gas is expelled from the inner kiloparsec. 
In the superwind phenomenon, large, optical-line, and X-ray-
emitting nebulae are often seen on scales much larger than the 
starburst which is the ultimate source of their power. Since 
shocks are a ubiquitous feature of the winds, strong [Fe II] 
emission is expected over an extended region. 
4.2. Energetics of the Starburst 
If the extended [Fe II] emission in Arp 220 is produced in a 
starburst through the action of a large number of supernova 
remnants, we can use the [Fe II] luminosity to estimate the 
supernova rate, and, by comparison with starburst models, 
calculate the contribution a burst to the bolometric luminosity 
of the galaxy. 
The spatially resolved [Fe II] 1.257 µm luminosity in Arp 
220 is -9 x 1040 ergs s- 1 (for an Av= 10 mag), implying an 
[Fe II] 1.644 µm line luminosity of "'7 x 1040 ergs s - 1 
(Nussbaumer & Storey 1988). We can use the [Fe II] lumi-
nosity to place an upper limit on the strength of a circumnu-
clear starburst in Arp 220 by assuming that all the extended 
[Fe II] emission is produced directly by supernovae remnants 
associated with the burst. The total [Fe II] emission (in the 
1.644 µm line for example) can then be parameterized as 
L"' SNR x ((t)) x ((L)), where SNR is the supernova rate, 
(t) is the [Fe II]-emitting lifetime of a single remnant, and (L) 
is the average [Fe II] luminosity of an individual supernova 
remnant. Although complete [Fe II] maps of Galactic super-
nova remnants are very difficult to obtain due to their large 
projected sizes and patchy extinction, as well as the fact that 
the [Fe II] life-time estimates are somewhat model dependent, 
values of 103 L 0 (3.9 x 1036 ergs s - 1) in the 1.644 µm line and 
104 yr are often taken as representative of the most luminous 
remnants in our Galaxy (Oliva et al. 1989). If the extended 
[Fe II] emission in Arp 220 is produced by SNRs associated 
with a circumnuclear starburst, the implied supernova rate is 
then SNR"' 1.8 yr- 1• An ongoing (continuous star formation) 
burst with a supernova rate of this magnitude could easily 
account for the entire energetic output of Arp 220 (see models 
by Leitherer & Heckman 1995). 
If the extended [Fe II] emission is produced directly from a 
collection of supernova remnants, then we would expect 
extended nonthermal radio emission from the supernovae and 
supernova remnants on the same physical scales. At 15 GHz, 
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Sopp & Alexander (1991) measure an extended source on 
scales of about one arcsecond with the VLA. The same authors 
fail to detect extended 6 cm emission, and their 0''.4 beam mea-
surement (211 mJy) is consistent with the small and large array 
spacing VLA data presented by Norris (1988) and Condon 
(1980). Sopp & Alexander assert that the extended radio emis-
sion has a thermal spectrum, and is produced in a circumnu-
clear starburst in Arp 220. However the scale of this proposed 
starburst (between ~0''.5 and 1''.0 in radius) is much smaller 
than the size of the [Fe II]-emitting zone we have mapped here. 
An alternative explanation for the extended [Fe II] flux 
(besides a collection of individual supernova remnants) is that 
this emission is produced via shocks in the expanding super-
wind as it escapes the central starburst region. The hot high-
velocity wind drives relatively fast (v 2': 100 km s- 1) shocks 
into the ambient ISM producing strong optical and infrared 
lines of low ionization. The starburst, in this scenario, would be 
unresolved in the near-infrared imaging data. The high-
resolution 2 µm imaging of G90 suggests that both infrared 
nuclei are individually resolved, implying a significant fraction 
of the nuclear continuum may be produced in a starburst. A 
lower limit on the strength of the burst can be estimated as 
follows. The mechanical energy output from a constant star 
formation burst is typically ::;:; 1 % of the bolometric radiant 
luminosity (Leitherer & Heckman 1995). In an instantaneous 
or exponentially declining burst, this can get up to a few 
percent of the radiant luminosity, but only for a short time 
period (when most of the massive stars are exploding as 
supernovae) after which it declines dramatically. Since a strong 
cooling line behind a radiative shock typically carries away 
~ 1 % of the available energy, we can estimate that the bolo-
metric luminosity of the starburst responsible for the extended 
[Fe II] emission is LsoL 2': 2 x 1011 L 0 , if the burst provides 
all the energy required to power the [Fe II] emission. This 
lower limit is about 10% of the bolometric luminosity of Arp 
220. A declining star formation rate burst seen at an age of 
2': 107 ·5 yr would require a larger bolometric luminosity 
because the ratio of the mechanical energy input rate to the 
bolometric luminosity declines rapidly after this time. Simi-
larly, if the efficiency of conversion to [Fe II] line luminosity is 
less than 1 % the required bolometric luminosity will be larger 
than 2 x 1011 L 0 . 
Modelling the extended [Fe II] emission as arising from 
shocks associated with the expanding wind, implies that some 
fraction of the unresolved [Fe II] luminosity, ~ 3 x 1040 ergs 
s - l in the 1.257 µm line, be directly associated with the star-
burst, presumably dominated by supernova remnants. Since 
this luminosity is ~ t of the extended [Fe II] luminosity, the 
implied supernova rate is ( ~0.6 yr- 1). While lower than that 
derived by assuming all the extended [Fe II] is produced in 
supernova remnants, the implied bolometric luminosity of the 
burst ( ~ 6 x 1011 L 0 ) is still very large. 
The bolometric luminosity of the starburst implied by the 
direyt conversion of the nuclear [Fe II] luminosity to a super-
nova rate is not consistent with the ionizing luminosity derived 
from the Pa{J luminosity, if both the [Fe II] and Pa{J emission 
are produced in an ongoing starburst with a normal IMF slope 
(power-law index of 2.3-3.3) and large range of stellar masses 
(1-100 M 0 ). From the imaging data, the spatially unresolved 
Pa{J luminosity is ~ 4 x 1040 ergs s- 1 implying an ionizing 
photon rate of ~6 x 1053 s- 1, of a Lyman continuum lumi-
nosity of ~ 1.2 x 1043 ergs s - l from the starburst. This is con-
sistent with the upper limit on the ionizing photon rate of 
7.5 x 1054 s- 1 derived by Scoville et al. (1991) from the esti-
mated thermal continuum flux at 2.7 mm. Ratios of the 
ionizing-to-bolometric luminosity as a function of time have 
been calculated by Leitherer & Heckman (1995) for a variety of 
starburst models. For IMF slopes between 2.35 (Salpeter-type) 
and 3.3 (solar neighborhood Miller-Scalo) and stellar masses 
between 1 and 100 M 0 the ratio of ionizing-to-bolometric 
luminosity ranges from 0.25 to 0.04 for constant star formation 
rates with ages between 107 and 108 yr. Taking the ionizing 
luminosity derived from the extended Pa{J flux then implies a 
starburst bolometric luminosity in Arp 220 of 1.2-7.7 x 1010 
L 0 , or only ~ 1 %-5% of the bolometric luminosity of the 
galaxy. However, the nuclear [Fe II] emission implies a star-
burst bolometric luminosity of ~ 6 x 1011 L 0 , or a factor of 
nearly 10 larger than that implied by the ionizing flux. The 
same ionizing photon deficit exists in the nucleus ofNGC 6240, 
where the strong [Fe II] emission (if powered by a starburst as 
suggested by van der Werf et al. 1993) implies a supernova rate 
of ~2 yr- 1, whereas the By luminosity implies a very low flux 
of ionizing photons ( ~ 1054 s - 1 ). 
The fact that Arp 220 appears to be deficient in the number 
of ionizing photons, compared to its infrared (taken as the 
bolometric) luminosity, has been noted previously by other 
authors (e.g., DePoy et al. 1987; Scoville et al. 1991) and used 
as an argument against star formation as the major source of 
power (see § 1). Here, we have shown that this is true even 
when deriving the starburst luminosity from the nuclear 
[Fe II] flux. Since the [Fe II] 1.257 µm and Pa{J lines are close 
in wavelength, the effect of relative extinction are removed-
underestimating the extinction increases not only the ionizing 
luminosity but the bolometric luminosity as well, through the 
larger [Fe II] and supernova rates, and thus does not remove 
the deficit. 
There are three possible explanations for the deficit in the 
number of ionizing photons in the nucleus. First, a starburst 
with either a very low upper mass cutoff (M < 20 M 0 ) or a 
sharply decreasing star formation rate could be responsible for 
the low ionizing photon rates. Both will reduce the number of 
the most massive stars. At about t = 107-107 ·5 yr after an 
instantaneous burst, the ionizing flux can be a factor of 10- 2-
10-4 lower than the bolometric luminosity, and although the 
supernova rate is dropping rapidly as welt, both can, for a 
short time, match what is seen in Arp 220 for a starburst 
having a total luminosity of a few times 1011-1012 L 0 
(Leitherer & Heckman 1995). Similar results have been found 
by Rieke et al. (1985) who fit a number of observations with an 
exponentially decreasing star formation rate burst having a 
very low upper mass cutoff of 31 M 0 and an age of 30-100 
Myr. These authors concluded that up to 50% of the bolo-
metric luminosity of Arp 220 could be generated by such a 
starburst. 
Second, not all the ionizing photons generated in the nucleus 
may go into ionizing the surrounding gas. Dust in and around 
the nucleus may compete effectively for the ionizing photons 
from the most massive stars. As pointed out by Voit (1992), in 
regions of high column density, 2': 90% of the ionizing lumi-
nosity can be directly thermalized by dust grains instead of 
being photoelectrically absorbed, causing a strong reduction in 
the number of ionizing photons counted by such means as 
measuring the free-free radio flux or the flux in a recombi-
nation line such as Pa{J. This is often seen in Galactic H II-
regions (Wood & Churchwell 1989). Similarly, the Pa{J nebula 
may not be ionization bounded. The superwind and/or the 
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young stars in the starburst may create "holes" in the ISM 
through which ionizing photons can escape. 
Third, much of the spatially unresolved [Fe II] emission may 
not be produced by supernova remnants in Arp 220. It could 
be photoionized by OB stars in a nuclear starburst, or by a 
buried (only along our line of sight) AGN. Since the strongest 
[Fe II] emission in starburst galaxies is associated with super-
oova remnants (Greenhouse et al. 1991; Forbes et al. 1993) it 
seems unlikely that supernova remnants would not play a 
major part in generating the [Fe II] emission in a luminous 
starburst in the nucleus of Arp 220. Also, the nuclear [Fe II] 
1.257 µm-to-Paf3 line flux ratio ( ~0.8) implies a nuclear [Fe II] 
1.644 µm-to-By line flux ratio of ~2.1, much higher than that 
found for H II regions but comparable to that seen in some 
starburst galaxies where supernova remnants are known to 
mark local peaks in the [Fe II] emission (Greenhouse et al. 
1991; Forbes et al. 1993). The alternative is that the majority of 
· the spatially unresolved [Fe II] emission is excited by an AGN 
in the nucleus. If this [Fe II] emission exists in a narrow-line 
region surrounding an AGN in Arp 220, the ionizing photon 
deficit is removed. Although we cannot rule out the possibility 
that an AGN excites much of the spatially unresolved [Fe II] 
emission in Arp 220, it is unlikely that the AGN (if present) is 
also responsible for the extended [Fe II] emission (which domi-
nates the total [Fe II] flux in Arp 220). This emission is present 
over large physical scales (2"-3" corresponds to ~750-1000 pc 
at the distance of Arp 220) and has a morphology different 
than that of Paf3. If an AGN dominates the ionization and 
heating of the extended gas, and the [Fe II] and Pa/3 both come 
from the NLR, they both should exhibit similar morphologies. 
This is clearly not the case in Arp 220. 
If the majority of the [Fe II] emission in Arp 220 is produced 
in the expanding superwind, it should be shock excited and 
have a kinematic signature consistent with the outflowing gas 
mapped in the optical. We can measure neither of these 
properties with the current spectral data set. The importance of 
shock excitation could, in principle, be determined by measur-
ing the temperature-sensitive [Fe II] 0.8617 µm/1.644 µm line 
flux ratio. Gas photoionized by a power-law continuum should 
have a higher temperature than gas excited via fast shocks, 
although the [Fe II] line ratio is also sensitive to density (Oliva 
et al. 1989; Graham et al. 1990b). High-resolution spectra of 
the near-infrared [Fe II] lines would allow a measurement of 
their profiles for comparison to the optical line-emitting gas 
involved in the outflow. The [Fe II] infrared and optical line 
ratios and line profiles should shed a great deal of light on the 
importance of the outflowing superwind in generating the 
strong extended [Fe II] emission we have mapped in Arp 220. 
5. SUMMARY 
A near-infrared imaging and spectroscopic study of Arp 220 
in the J- and H-band atmospheric windows has revealed the 
following: 
1. Arp 220 is a strong source of nuclear and circumnuclear 
[Fe II] and Pa/3 emission. Within the central 4" the [Fe II] 
1.257 µm line flux is 1.6 x 10- 14 ergs cm - 2 s - 1, and the Pa/3 
line flux is 1.1 x 10- 14 ergs cm- 2 s- 1. An Av~ 10-12 mag is 
suggested both by measurement of the [Fe II] 1.257 and 1.644 
µm lines and through comparison of these data to previously 
published optical emission-line images. We derive total [Fe II] 
1.257 µm and Pa/3 luminosities of 13 x 1040 and 9.2 x 1040 
ergs s - 1, respectively. 
2. The [Fe II] and Pa/3 emission are both extended over the 
central 2"-3", but with different morphologies. The Paf3 line is 
strongly peaked at the position of the western K-band infrared 
nucleus, with a fainter "spur" in the direction of the eastern 
nucleus. The [Fe II] emission line shows a weak peak at the 
western nucleus along with diffuse emission extending to the 
east, but with no indication of a secondary maximum. The 
[Fe II] is more extended in the north-south direction than the 
Pa/3 line. Nearly 75% of the detected [Fe II] emission is spa-
tially resolved. 
3. The overall [Fe II]-to-Pa/3 line flux ratio in Arp 220 is 
consistent with that seen over similar spatial scales in Seyfert 2 
galaxies, yet larger than what is measured in galaxies with 
nuclear starbursts. The morphological differences in the [Fe II] 
and Pa/3 emission-line maps lead to a spatially variable [Fe II]-
to-Pa/3 line flux ratio in Arp 220. This line ratio is ~ 0.8 at the 
position of the western nucleus and ~ 2.0 at radii of up to 500 
pc. The extended nature of the [Fe II] emission, the very differ-
ent [Fe II] and Pa/3 morphologies, and the high off-nuclear 
[Fe n]-to-Pa/3 line flux ratios lead us to suggest that the 
extended [Fe II] emission is produced as a result of fast shocks 
at the base of the outflowing superwind which is responsible 
for the large-scale optical line-emitting nebula seen by 
Heckman et al. (1987). A starburst of more than 2 x 1011 L 0 is 
required to power the extended [Fe II] emission. 
4. If the unresolved [Fe II] emission is produced by an 
ensemble of supernova remnants in the nucleus of Arp 220, the 
supernova rate ( ~0.6 yr- 1) is not consistent with the ionizing 
luminosity derived from the Pa/3 flux for a constant star forma-
tion rate burst having a normal IMF slope and a large range in 
stellar masses. This ionizing photon deficit could be explained 
by a starburst with a truncated IMF producing no stars above 
about 20 M 0 , or by a decaying, instantaneous burst viewed 
about 107-108 yr after onset. Alternatively, dust in and around 
the Arp 220 nuclei could effectively compete for the ionizing 
photons produced in a luminous, but otherwise normal star-
burst, much of the ionizing radiation could escape through 
"holes" in the ISM, or an optically obscured AGN might 
excite much of the nuclear [Fe II] through photoionization in 
the NLR. 
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